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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a steering apparatus according to the preamble of claim 1.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] In recent years, there has been actively developed a steering apparatus for a vehicle which can impart a proper
feedback to a steering wheel at all times irrespective of the traveling environment of the vehicle; in particular, even when
the vehicle travels on a snowy road, an icy road, or a like road which provides a small road-surface reaction force. For
example, Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open (kokai) No. 2002-211427 discloses an electric power steering control
apparatus which imparts proper reaction torque to the steering wheel in accordance with the travel environment. This
electric power steering control apparatus includes a steering angle sensor for detecting a steering angle of the steering
wheel, a reaction torque sensor for detecting reaction torque of the steering system, and a superimposing reaction torque
calculation section which calculates a superimposing reaction torque in the returning direction of the steering wheel by
multiplying, by a gain, the steering angle detected by means of the steering angle sensor. The apparatus controls the
gain so as to decrease the superimposing reaction torque when the reaction torque of the steering system is large, and
increase the superimposing reaction torque when the reaction torque of the steering system is small.
[0003] However, the conventional electric power steering control apparatus is designed such that when the driver
performs a proper steering operation, the apparatus imparts to the steering wheel a proper feedback; i.e., a superimposing
reaction torque in response to a small reaction torque. There, in a case where the driver performs an unreasonable
steering operation or carelessly performs an excessive steering operation in a travel environment where a small reaction
force is provided by the road surface, the side slip angle of the steerable wheels increases, with a resultant sharp drop
in the self-aligning torque of the steerable wheels, possibly resulting in failure to obtain the small reaction torque from
the road surface. In a situation where such a small reaction torque is not obtained, generation of a proper superimposing
reaction torque becomes difficult, with the result that the driver cannot obtain any feedback from the steering wheel
during driving, and in some cases cannot drive the vehicle at will.
[0004] In order to cope with this problem, there is proposed a steering-reaction-force control apparatus which controls
steering reaction generated against steering operation of the driver, as disclosed in, for example, Japanese Patent
Application Laid-Open (kokai) No. 2003-154962, which discloses the features of the preamble of claim 1. This steering-
reaction-force control apparatus includes steering means (e.g., an electric power steering apparatus) capable of steering
the steerable wheels (turnable wheels), an actuator capable of adding an operational force to the steering means, and
side-slip angle detection means for detecting side slip angle of the steerable wheels (turnable wheels) in relation to the
road surface. In order to impart a steering reaction to the steering means in response to generation of a side slip angle,
the apparatus controls the actuator to generate the steering reaction in a direction in which the side slip angle of the
steerable wheels (turnable wheels) is generated and to increase the steering reaction as the side slip angle increases.
[0005] According to this steering-reaction-force control apparatus, through detection of the side slip angle of the
steerable wheels, the operation of the actuator can be controlled in consideration of a sharp drop in the self-aligning
torque generated when the side slip angle of the steerable wheels is large. By virtue of this control, even in a travel
environment in which the feedback or response to the rotation of the steering wheel decreases due to a sharp drop in
the self-aligning torque, a steering reaction which increases with the side slip angle of the steerable wheels can be
generated separately and applied to the steering wheel. Accordingly, even in a case where the side slip angle of the
steerable wheels is large, the driver can feel a proper steering reaction.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0006] Incidentally, during travel on a snowy or icy road, where the reaction force from the road surface is small, it is
important to know the steering direction for stabilizing the turning behavior of the vehicle, in addition to the present
direction of the steerable wheels (steering direction). In this regard, each of the above-described apparatuses can
properly obtain a reaction torque (steering reaction) from the road surface if the side slip angle of the steerable wheels
is within an allowable range. As a result, even on a slippery road, so long as the driver performs proper steering, the
driver can know the present direction of the steerable wheels on the basis of the reaction torque (steering reaction)
imparted to the steering wheel, whereby the driver can drive the vehicle. However, in either apparatus, the driver can
sense only the present steering direction of the steerable wheels from the reaction torque (steering reaction) imparted
to the steering wheel on the basis of the road surface reaction, but cannot sense the steering direction for stabilizing the
turning behavior of the vehicle. In particular, for a driver who is not well acquainted with driving of a vehicle, it is important
to sense, without fail, the steering direction of the steerable wheels for stabilizing the turning behavior of the vehicle.
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[0007] The present invention has been accomplished to solve the above-described problem, and an object of the
present invention is to provide a steering apparatus for a vehicle which guides a driver to a steering direction for stabilizing
the behavior of the vehicle during turning, in consideration of a side slip angle of the vehicle body generated when the
vehicle is in a turning state.
[0008] In order to achieve the above-described object, the present invention provides a steering apparatus according
to claim 1.
[0009] By virtue of the above configuration, the reference-point calculation means can calculate a second reference
point (dynamic zero point) in ration to a first reference point (static zero point), the second reference point changing in
accordance with the side slip angle of the vehicle body detected by the side-slip-angle detection means. The calculated
second reference point is a reference point for determining a steering angle at which the vehicle can stably turn while
reducing a lateral force which affects the turning state of the vehicle due to the side slip angle of the vehicle body. The
steering angle conversion means can convert the steering angle of the steerable wheels detected by the steering angle
detection means on the basis of the first reference point to a steering angle based on the second reference point (that
is, can change the reference point used for detection of the steering angle). The reaction-torque calculation means can
calculate a reaction torque having a predetermined relation with the steering angle obtained through the conversion.
This reaction torque is a torque acting in a direction for causing the steering angle obtained through the conversion to
coincide with the second reference point. The drive-control means can drive and control the electric motor such that the
calculated reaction torque is generated.
[0010] By means of generating the reaction torque in this manner, the steerable wheels are steered to the second
reference point, and the steering wheel, which is integrally assembled to the steering shaft connected to the steering
unit, is rotated (guided) toward a direction corresponding to the second reference point. With this operation, for example,
even when the vehicle travels on a snowy road, an icy road, or a like road which provides a small road surface reaction
force, it is possible to generate a reaction torque which a driver can sense without fail, and to guide the driver to a
direction to which the driver must rotate the steering wheel, by means of the generated reaction torque. Accordingly, in
particular, even when a driver who is not well-acquainted with driving a vehicle travels on a snowy road or an icy road,
the driver can easily determine the direction in which the steering wheel is to be rotated so as to stabilize the behavior
of the vehicle in a turning state; i.e., the direction of a rotating operation toward the second reference point. This enables
the driver to properly correct the operation of rotating the steering wheel so as to stabilize the behavior of the vehicle
during turning, and to quite easily cause the vehicle to turn while traveling.
[0011] Preferably, the reference-point calculation means calculates the dynamic zero (second reference) point by
multiplying the detected side slip angle of the vehicle body by a coefficient and a correction term, where the coefficient
is calculated by use of cornering powers acting toward a turning center of the vehicle on the basis of friction forces
between a road surface and tires attached to the front and rear wheels of the vehicle in the turning state, and the correction
term is determined in consideration of the deforming characteristic of the tires, which changes non-linearly with the
detected side slip angle of the vehicle body. Preferably, the correction term is determined in accordance with a lateral
acceleration of the vehicle detected by lateral-acceleration detection means for detecting the lateral acceleration of the
vehicle.
[0012] By virtue of this configuration, the second reference point can be calculated through multiplication of the side
slip angle of the vehicle body by a coefficient calculated by use of cornering powers acting toward the turning center of
the vehicle, and a correction term determined in consideration of the deforming characteristic of the tires which changes
non-linearly with the side slip angle of the vehicle body. The correction term can be changed in accordance with the
detected lateral acceleration of the vehicle. Thus, it becomes possible to optimally calculate the second reference point
in accordance with the turning state of the vehicle; i.e., the generated side slip angle of the vehicle body, whereby the
steerable wheels and the steering wheel are guided toward the second reference point, and thus, the driver can quite
easily cause the vehicle to turn, while traveling, in a more stable manner.
[0013] Moreover, preferably, the reference-point calculation means calculates the dynamic zero (second reference)
point by multiplying the detected side slip angle of the vehicle body by a coefficient which uses cornering powers acting
toward a turning center of the vehicle which are calculated in consideration of a lateral acceleration generated when the
vehicle is in a turning state, a roll angle representing the degree of rolling occurred as a result of turning of the vehicle,
and an amount of a load shift due to the rolling occurred in the vehicle body. With this configuration, cornering powers
which properly reflect the turning state of the vehicle can be calculated quite accurately, and the second reference point
can be calculated from the coefficient using the cornering powers and the detected side slip angle β. Accordingly, it is
possible to quite accurately calculate the second reference point for determining a steering angle which reduces the
lateral force affecting the turning state of the vehicle due to the side slip angle generated in the vehicle body to thereby
enable the vehicle to turn stably.
[0014] Preferably, the predetermined relation between the reaction torque and the steering angle obtained through
the conversion is a relation in which the reaction torque increases with an increase in the absolute value of the steering
angle obtained through the conversion. In this case, preferably, the predetermined relation between the reaction torque
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and the steering angle obtained through the conversion is such that the reaction torque changes in proportion to a change
in the absolute value of the steering angle obtained through the conversion. By virtue of this configuration, when the
turning behavior of the vehicle becomes unstable in a situation where the absolute value of the steering angle obtained
through the conversion is large; i.e., where the difference between the second reference point and the steering angle
detected on the basis of the first reference point is large, a large reaction torque can be generated. Since the steerable
wheels are steered and the rotation direction of the steering wheel is guided by means of the generated large reaction
torque, the driver can quickly and properly correct the steering-wheel rotating operation.
[0015] Further, the predetermined relation can be determined irrespective of the road surface reaction force. Therefore,
the reaction torque can be increased in relation to the magnitude of the absolute value of the steering angle obtained
through the conversion in such a manner that the driver can easily steer the steering wheel; in other words, the driver
can easily control the turning state of the vehicle. With this control, the predetermined relation can be determined such
that the reaction torque increases to a greater degree in relation to the magnitude of the absolute value of the steering
angle obtained through the conversion, in accordance with the characteristic of the vehicle. For example, in the case of
a sporty vehicle, the reaction torque is increased to a greater degree in relation to the magnitude of the absolute value
of the steering angle so as to enable quick correction of the steering-wheel rotating operation during sporty driving.
Therefore, the driver can quickly and properly correct the steering-wheel rotating operation.
[0016] Furthermore, when the predetermined relation is such that the reaction torque increases with an increase in
the absolute value of the steering angle obtained through the conversion, it is possible to employ a relation in which the
reaction torque increases slightly when the difference between the first reference point and the calculated second
reference point is small (that is, when the side slip angle of the vehicle body is small), and employ a relation in which
the reaction torque increases greatly when the difference is large (that is, when the side slip angle of the vehicle body
is large). By virtue of this configuration, a small reaction torque can be generated during an ordinary travel, because the
generated side slip angle of the vehicle body is small. Thus, the driver can drive without feeling an unnatural sensation.
Meanwhile, in a case where an unexpected large side slip angle of the vehicle body is generated during high-speed
travel or the like and the turning behavior of the vehicle becomes unstable, a larger reaction torque can be generated,
whereby the driver can quickly correct the steering-wheel rotating operation.
[0017] Another feature of the present invention resides in that the steering shaft is composed of a steering input shaft
which rotates together with the steering wheel and a steering output shaft connected to the steering unit; and the steering
input shaft and the steering output shaft are connected by a variable gear mechanism which changes a rotational amount
of the steering output shaft in relation to a rotational amount of the steering input shaft. By virtue of this configuration,
when the steerable wheels are steered by the reaction torque; i.e., when the steering wheel is guided by the reaction
torque, the direction in which the steering wheel must be rotated can be guided, while the rotational amount of the
steering wheel is reduced, so that the unnatural sensation that the drive feels can be mitigated.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a steering apparatus for a vehicle according to an embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 2 is a flow chart showing a zero-point changing program executed by an electronic control unit of FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a graph showing the relation between steering angle and reaction torque.
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a steering apparatus for a vehicle according to a modified embodiment of the
present invention.
FIG. 5 is a graph relating to the modified embodiment of the present invention and showing the relation between
steering angle and reaction torque.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0019] Below, a steering apparatus for a vehicle according to an embodiment of the present invention will be described
in detail with reference to the drawings. FIG. 1 schematically shows an electric power steering apparatus, which serves
as the steering apparatus for a vehicle according to the embodiment.
[0020] This electric power steering apparatus includes a steering wheel 11 which a driver rotates so as to steer left
and right front wheels FW1 and FW2, which are steerable wheels. The steering wheel 11 is fixed to an upper end of a
steering shaft 12, and a lower end of the steering shaft 12 is connected to a steering gear unit 20.
[0021] The steering gear unit 20 is, for example, a rack-and-pinion-type gear unit, and is designed such that rotation
of a pinion gear 21 integrally mounted to the lower end of the steering shaft 12 is transmitted to a rack bar 22. Further,
an electric motor 23 is provided in the steering gear unit 20. The electric motor 23 generates a torque for reducing a
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steering toque t which the driver inputs by rotating the steering wheel 11 (hereinafter this torque will be referred to as
"assist torque Ta) and also generates a generally equal torque in a direction against the steering torque t (hereinafter
this torque will be referred to as "reaction torque Tz). This electric motor 23 is assembled in such a manner that the
generated assist and reaction torques Ta and Tz are transmitted to the rack bar 22. With this configuration, the steering
torque t input from the steering wheel 11 to the steering shaft 12 is transmitted to the rack bar 22 via the pinion gear 21,
and the assist and reaction torques Ta and Tz generated by the electric motor 23 are transmitted to the rack bar 22.
Upon receipt of these torques transmitted in this manner, the rack bar 22 moves axially, and the left and right front
wheels FW1 and FW2 connected to opposite ends of the rack bar 22 are steered to the left or right.
[0022] Next, an electric controller for controlling operation of the electric motor 23 will be described. The electric
controller includes a vehicle speed sensor 31, a steering torque sensor 32, a steering angle sensor 33, a lateral accel-
eration sensor 34, and a side slip angle sensor 35. The vehicle speed sensor 31 detects speed of the vehicle, and
outputs it as a vehicle speed V. The steering torque sensor 32 is assembled to the steering shaft 12 and adapted to
detect torque T input to the steering shaft 12 and to output the same. Notably, the torque T assumes a positive value
when the torque rotates the steering wheel 12 in the counterclockwise direction as viewed in the heading direction of
the vehicle, and assumes a negative value when the torque rotates the steering wheel 12 in the clockwise direction.
[0023] The steering angle sensor 33 is assembled to the steering gear unit 20, and adapted to detect a displacement
of the rack bar 22 in the axial direction, and to output a steering angle δ of the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2
corresponding to the detected displacement. The steering angle sensor 33 uses, as a reference, the neutral position of
the rack bar 22 (hereinafter referred to as a static zero point), at which the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 are
not steered and the vehicle travels straight ahead. Thus, the steering angle sensor 33 outputs the steering angle δ which
corresponds to the static zero point as "0." The steering angle sensor 33 outputs the steering angle δ as a positive value
when it detects a displacement of the rack bar 22 from the static zero point in the rightward direction as viewed in the
heading direction of the vehicle; i.e., the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 steered to the left, and outputs the
steering angle δ as a negative value when it detects a displacement of the rack bar 22 from the static zero point in the
leftward direction; i.e., the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 steered to the right. The lateral acceleration sensor
34 detects and outputs a lateral acceleration G generated in the vehicle. The lateral acceleration sensor 34 outputs a
leftward lateral acceleration as viewed in the heading direction of the vehicle as a positive value, and a rightward lateral
acceleration as a negative value.
[0024] The side slip angle sensor 35 detects a side slip angle β generated in the vehicle body of the vehicle in a turning
state, and outputs the same. When the side slip angle β is negative, it represents a leftward-side-slip angle with respect
to the heading direction of the vehicle, and when the side slip angle β is positive, it represents a rightward side slip angle
with respect to the heading direction of the vehicle. Although various methods can be employed to detect the side slip
angle β of the vehicle body, preferably, the side slip angle β is detected as follows. That is, when a vehicle speed along
the fore-aft direction of the vehicle is represented by Vx and a vehicle speed along the lateral direction of the vehicle is
represented by Vy, the side slip angle β of the vehicle body can be calculated in accordance with the following Eq. 1. 

Notably, the vehicle speeds Vx and Vy are preferably detected by use of detectors utilizing, for example, light or sound.
[0025] These sensors 31 to 35 are connected to an electronic control unit 36. The electronic control unit 36 includes,
as a main component, a microcomputer composed of a CPU, ROM, RAM, etc., and controls the drive of the electric
motor 23 of the steering gear unit 20 through execution of a program by use of respective detection values of the sensors
31 to 35. Therefore, a drive circuit 37 for driving the electric motor 23 is connected to the output side of the electronic
control unit 36. A current detector 37a for detecting drive current flowing through the electric motor 23 is provided in the
drive circuit 37. The drive current detected by means of the current detector 37a is fed back to the electronic control unit
36 so as to control the drive of the electric motor 23.
[0026] Next, operation of the electric power steering apparatus according to the present embodiment having the above-
described configuration will be described in detail. When an unillustrated ignition switch is turned on by the driver, the
electronic control unit 36 (more specifically, the CPU) repeatedly executes a reaction-torque control program shown in
FIG. 2 at predetermined, short intervals.
[0027] That is, the electronic control unit 36 starts the reaction-torque control program in step S10, and proceeds to
step S11 so as to input the respective values detected by means of the vehicle speed sensor 31, the steering angle
sensor 33, the lateral acceleration sensor 34, and the side slip angle sensor 35; i.e., vehicle speed V, steering angle δ
lateral acceleration G, and side slip angle β of the vehicle body. After input of the detection values from the sensors 31,
33, 34, and 35, the electronic control unit 36 proceeds to step S12.
[0028] In step S12, the electronic control unit 36 determines whether or not the absolute value of the side slip angle
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β input in the above-described step S11 is greater than a preset, small, positive vehicle-body side slip angle βo. Here,
the vehicle-body side slip angle βo is a value used to determine whether the turning behavior of the vehicle deteriorates
because of the side slip angle β generated in the vehicle body. That is, when the side slip angle β is greater than the
predetermined vehicle-body side slip angle βo, the turning behavior of the vehicle having deteriorated because of the
generated side slip angle β must be corrected. Therefore, the electronic control unit 36 makes a "Yes" determination,
and proceeds to step S13.
[0029] Meanwhile, when the side slip angle β is equal to or less than the predetermined vehicle-body side slip angle
βo, the turning behavior of the vehicle is not required to be corrected. Therefore, the electronic control unit 36 makes a
"No" determination, and proceeds to step S17 so as to end the current execution of the reaction-torque control program.
[0030] In this case, in accordance with the torque T (i.e., steering torque t) detected by the steering torque sensor 32,
the electronic control unit 36 causes the electric motor 23 to generate a predetermined assist torque Ta in the same
direction as that of the steering torque t input through rotation of the steering wheel 11. The assist torque Ta is set such
that it increases as the detected vehicle speed V decreases, and decreases as the detected vehicle speed V increases.
The assist torque Ta generated by the electric motor 23 is transmitted to the rack bar 22:
[0031] As a result, in addition to the steering torque t input by the driver, the assist torque Ta generated by the electric
motor 23 is transmitted to the rack bar 22, whereby the steering torque t required to steer the left and right front wheels
FW1 and FW2 is reduced greatly. Therefore, the driver can steer the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 quite
easily by rotating the steering wheel 11. Upon elapse of the predetermined, short interval, the electronic control unit 36
again starts the execution of the reaction-torque control program in step S10.
[0032] In step S13, in relation to the above-described static zero point serving as the first reference point, the electronic
control unit 36 calculates a dynamic zero point δo, which serves as a second reference point and is used to stabilize the
turning behavior of the vehicle in consideration of the influence of the side slip angle β generated in the vehicle body.
In the following, calculation of this dynamic zero point δo will be described in detail.
[0033] First, the influence of the vehicle-body side slip angle β on the turning behavior of the vehicle will be described
for the case where the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 are steered to a steering angle δc; for example, with
the static zero point used as a reference. When the steering wheel 11 is rotated by the driver, the rack bar 22 of the
steering gear unit 20 moves axially, so that the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 are steered to the steering
angle δc. As a result, the vehicle changes its state from a straight travel state to a turning state, or maintains the turning
state. A centrifugal force generated as a result of turning and a centripetal force generated toward the center of the
turning act on the vehicle in the turning state. The centripetal force acting on the vehicle in the turning state is provided
by a lateral force which acts toward the turning center between the road surface and the front and rear wheels of the
vehicle (more specifically, tires attached to the front and rear wheels) (hereinafter this lateral force will be referred to as
cornering force).
[0034] Specifically, when the vehicle travels along a predetermined turning circle determined on the basis of the
steering angle δc of the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 (hereinafter, this traveling direction will be referred to
as the "heading direction"), the tires slip sideways with respect to the heading direction. As result of the side slippage
of the tires, the vehicle obtains a generated centripetal force, and thus travels along the turning circle. Therefore, the
vehicle body in the turning state has a side slip angle β, which is represented by the angle difference between the heading
direction and the fore-aft direction of the vehicle body. Incidentally, since the front and rear wheels are integrally mounted
to the vehicle body, in a state in which the vehicle body has a side slip angle β, the tires of the front and rear wheels are
apt to displace in relation to the road surface in the direction of the inertial force acting on the vehicle.
[0035] However, when the tires of the front and rear wheels are apt to displace in relation to the road surface, friction
forces are generated between the tires of the front and rear wheels and the road surface, so that the vehicle travels on
the turning circle in the heading direction, rather than in the direction of application of the inertial force. In other words,
a cornering force is generated on the basis of the friction forces, and, because of the generated cornering force, a
centripetal force which causes the vehicle to travel in the heading direction is generated. As a result of the generated
cornering forces of the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 (more specifically, the tires of the left and right front
wheels FW1 and FW2) being transmitted to the steering wheel 11, the driver can sense the reaction torque, and also
can sense the present steering direction (i.e., the steering angle δc) of the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2.
[0036] Accordingly, the centripetal force of the vehicle whose left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 have been
steered to the steering angle δc and which is in a turning state can be calculated by means of the following Eq. 2, which
uses cornering forces generated at the front and rear wheels; more specifically, cornering power, which is cornering
force per unit side slip angle β. 
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M in Eq. 2 is the mass of the vehicle. α in Eq. 2 is an acceleration toward the turning center (hereinafter, this acceleration
will be referred to as "centripetal acceleration"), and can be represented by the following Eq. 3 

In Eq. 3, R represents a turning radius of the vehicle determined on the basis of the steering angle δc, and 1/R represents
the curvature of the turning circle (the so-called turning curvature).
[0037] The relation shown in the following Eq. 4 holds between the steering angle δc and the turning curvature 1/R. 

L in Eq. 4 is a predetermined value representing the wheel base of the vehicle, and A is a predetermined value representing
the stability of behavior of the vehicle. Through manipulation of Eq. 4, the turning curvature 1/R can be represented by
the following Eq. 5. 

Accordingly, the centripetal acceleration α can be represented by the following Eq. 6, which is obtained by substituting
Eq. 5 for the above-described Eq. 3. 

[0038] In the right side of the above-described Eq. 2, Kf represents a cornering power generated at the left and right
front wheels FW1 and FW2, and Kr represents a cornering power generated at the rear wheels. Further, as described
above, when the steering angle δc is positive; i.e., when the vehicle is turning leftward, a rightward side slip angle is
generated, so that the side slip angle β of the vehicle body assumes a positive value, and when the steering angle δc
is negative; i.e., when the vehicle is turning rightward, a leftward side slip angle is generated, so that the side slip angle
β of the vehicle body assumes a negative value. Notably, on the right side of the above-described Eq. 2, ε is a very small
force generated in association with a yaw rate generated when the vehicle turns, and therefore can be ignored. Accord-
ingly, the centripetal force of the vehicle in a turning state can be represented by the following Eq. 7 in place of the
above-described Eq. 2. 

[0039] According to Eq. 7, the centripetal force M·α generated in the vehicle is calculated through summing a lateral
force proportional to the steering angle δc of the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 (hereinafter, this lateral force
will be referred to as "steering lateral force") and a lateral force proportional to the side slip angle β of the vehicle body
(hereinafter, this lateral force will be referred to as "slip lateral force"). Incidentally, as is apparent from Eq. 7, the slip
lateral force is naturally generated in a state in which the side slip angle β is generated in the vehicle body, and is difficult
for the driver to directly control via the steering wheel 11. As a result of the natural generation of the slip lateral force,
there is generated a centripetal force which is greater than a centripetal force which the driver expects to be generated
through rotation of the steering wheel 11.
[0040] As a result, the vehicle fails to turn with a turning radius which the driver has expected. Therefore, the driver
must correct the steering angle δc by properly rotating the steering wheel 11 such that the vehicle turns with the expected
turning radius (hereinafter this rotating operation will be referred to as "correction steering"). That is, the driver must
perform the correction steering of the steering wheel 11 such that the centripetal force M·α decreases by an amount
corresponding to a slip lateral force which will be naturally generated as a result of turning of the vehicle. As described
above, the naturally generated side slip angle β of the vehicle body affects the turning behavior of the vehicle whose
left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 have been steered to the steering angle δc.
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[0041] Accordingly, in step S13, the electronic control unit 36 calculates a dynamic zero point δo for stabilizing the
turning behavior of the vehicle by eliminating the influence of the slip lateral force (more specifically, the side slip angle
β of the vehicle body) naturally generated in the vehicle in a turning state.
[0042] Specifically, as described above, in a state in which the side slip angle β of the vehicle body is generated as
a result of the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 being steered to the steering angle δc, the centripetal force M·α
is calculated in accordance with the above-described Eq. 7; that is, by adding the slip lateral force to the steering lateral
force. In other words, only the steering lateral force is required to turn the vehicle in accordance with rotation of the
steering wheel 11, and the slip lateral force is unnecessary. Accordingly, when the steering angle which causes the
vehicle to turn with an expected turning radius which the driver has determined by rotating the steering wheel 11 is
referred to as a target steering angle δd, the steering lateral force generated by the steering angle δd can be represented
by the following Eq. 8, which is obtained by subtracting the slip lateral force from both sides of the above-described Eq. 7. 

[0043] Thus, the target steering angle δd can be calculated in accordance with the following Eq. 9, which is obtained
by manipulating Eq. 8. 

The following Eq. 10 can be obtained by modifying Eq. 9 by use of the above-described Eq. 6. 

Since the first term of the right-hand side of Eq. 10 changes in accordance with the steering angle δc, which is input
through rotation of the steering wheel 11 by the driver, Eq. 10 can be rewritten as shown in the following Eq. 11 by
means of replacing that term with a steering angle δc1 input by the driver. 

[0044] According to Eq. 11, the target steering angle δd is determined by subtracting the term proportional to the side
slip angle β of the vehicle body from the term associated with the steering angle δc1 input through rotation of the steering
wheel 11 by the driver. Therefore, when the driver performs the above-described correction steering, the driver rotates
the steering wheel 11 such that the steering angle coincides with the target steering angle δd determined in accordance
with Eq. 9. In other words, the steered direction of the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 for stabilizing the turning
behavior of the vehicle, while eliminating the influence of the side slip angle β generated in the vehicle body of the vehicle
in a turning state, coincides with a direction of the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 (i.e., the rack bar 22) steered
back in the direction of generation of the side slip angle β by an angle represented by (1 + Kr/Kf)·β.
[0045] This is equal to a control performed for the vehicle in a turning state so at to move the neutral position (static
zero point) of the rack bar 22 by (1 + Kr/Kf)·β in the direction in which the side slip angle β is generated (more specifically,
the present steering-back direction of the steering wheel 11), to determine the moved position (hereinafter referred to
as changed neutral position) of the rack bar 22 as a dynamic zero point δo, and to steer the left and right front wheels
FW1 and FW2 while the changed neutral position (the dynamic zero point δo) is used as a reference. Therefore, the
dynamic zero point δo can be represented by the following Eq. 12.
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N in Eq. 12 represents a correction amount for treating, as linear, the deforming characteristic of the tires of the left and
right front wheels FW1 and FW2, which changes non-linearly upon generation of the side slip angle β of the vehicle
body. This correction amount N can be calculated as a function of the detected lateral acceleration G as shown in the
following Eq. 13. 

Notably, a, b, c, and d in Eq. 13 are constants determined in accordance with the vehicle model and the tires. Notably,
the correction amount N is not limited to that calculated in accordance with Eq. 13, and may be previously set in accordance
with the characteristics of the vehicle or may be freely changed by the driver. The electronic control unit 36 calculates
the dynamic zero point δo by use of the lateral acceleration G and the side slip angle β input in the above-described
step S11 and in accordance with the above-described Eqs. 12 and 13.
[0046] After calculation of the dynamic zero point δo, electronic control unit 36 executes steps S14 and S15 so as to
steer the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 while using the calculated dynamic zero point δo as a reference. In
other words, the electronic control unit 36 calculates a reaction torque Tz for guiding the direction of rotation of the
steering wheel 11 by the driver. Calculation of this reaction torque Tz will now be described in detail.
[0047] As described above, the dynamic zero point δo is a reference point of the steering angle of the left and right
front wheels FW1 and FW2 for stabilizing the turning behavior of the vehicle in a turning state, while eliminating the
influence of the side slip angle β. That is, with the vehicle in a turning state, when the left and right front wheels FW1
and FW2 are steered with the dynamic zero point δo used as a reference, the turning behavior of the vehicle can be
stabilized to the greatest degree. Therefore, in a state where the turning behavior of the vehicle becomes unstable due
to generation of the side slip angle β of the vehicle body, the turning behavior of the vehicle must be stabilized by means
of steering the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 while using the dynamic zero point δo as a reference.
[0048] Here, when the vehicle is turning leftward, as described above, a rightward side slip angle is generated, so
that the side slip angle β of the vehicle body assumes a positive value. Therefore, the dynamic zero point δo assumes
a negative value in accordance with the above-described Eq. 12. Further, when the vehicle is turning rightward, as
described above, a leftward side slip angle is generated, so that the side slip angle β of the vehicle body assumes a
negative value. Therefore, the dynamic zero point δo assumes a positive value in accordance with the above-described
Eq. 12. Accordingly, when the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 are steered in different directions depending on
whether the calculated dynamic zero point δo is positive or negative, the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 are
steered (back) to the right when the dynamic zero point δo assumes a negative value and are steered (back) to the left
when the dynamic zero point δo assumes a positive value.
[0049] Therefore, the electronic control unit 36 calculates a torque for steering (back) the left and right front wheels
FW1 and FW2 steered through rotation of the steering wheel 11 by the driver, wile using the calculated dynamic zero
point δo as a reference; that is, the electronic control unit 36 calculates the reaction torque Tz for guiding the steering
wheel 11 toward the dynamic zero point δo against the steering torque t input by the driver.
[0050] For calculation of the reaction torque Tz, in step S14, the electronic control unit 36 first calculates a steering
angle δa of the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 with the dynamic zero point δo used as a reference, in accordance
with the following Eq. 14. 

In Eq. 14, δ represents a steering angle detected by the steering angle sensor 33; i.e., a steering angle detected with
the static zero point as a reference.
[0051] As described above, the steering angle δa calculated in accordance with Eq. 14 becomes equal to that detected
with the detection reference point of the steering angle δ from the static zero point to the dynamic zero point δo. In other
words, the steering angle δa is obtained by converting the steering angle δ, which the steering angle senor 33 detected
while using the static zero point as a reference, to a steering angle whose reference point is the dynamic zero point δo.
In step S15, the electronic control unit 36 calculates the reaction torque Tz corresponding to the magnitude of the
calculated (converted) steering angle δa.
[0052] As shown in FIG. 3, the reaction torque Tz is set to become "0" at the dynamic zero point δo and increase in
proportion to an increase in the steering angle δa in the leftward or rightward direction; i.e., the absolute value of the
steering angle δa. Specifically, when the absolute value of the steering angle δa is large; i.e., the absolute value of a
difference between the detected steering angle δ and the dynamic zero point δo is large, a large reaction torque Tz is
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calculated. When the absolute value of the steering angle δa is small; i.e., the absolute value of the difference between
the detected steering angle δ and the dynamic zero point δo is small, a small reaction torque Tz is calculated. Notably,
the reaction torque Tz is set such that it assumes the maximum value in the vicinity of the maximum steering angle to
which the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 can be steered (that is, the rack bar 22 can be moved in the axial
direction).
[0053] Notably, the present embodiment employs the change characteristic of the reaction torque Tz such that it
changes in proportion to the absolute value of the steering angle δa and assumes a constant value in the vicinity of the
maximum steering angle. However, the present embodiment may employ a change characteristic (for example, an
upwardly convex function curve) such that, as indicated by a two-dot chain line in FIG. 3, the reaction torque Tz uniformly
increases with the steering angle δa and assumes the maximum value at the maximum steering angle.
[0054] Here, the reaction torque Tz applied to the steering wheel 11 will be described. In general, in an electric power
steering apparatus, the reaction torque sum of viscous torque, inertial torque, and self-aligning torque (hereinafter simply
referred to as SAT), which are present in the steering system, becomes equal to a steering torque sum of the steering
torque t input by the driver and the assist torque Ta. In other words, the electric motor generates the assist torque Ta
in accordance with the magnitude of the SAT, which changes with rotation of the steering wheel 11, such that the steering
torque t input by the driver does not increase. An example of the viscous torque present in the steering system is a
torque generated associated with flow resistance of oil charged in the steering gear unit 20. An example of the inertial
torque is a torque generated associated with the inertial effect of the steering wheel 11.
[0055] Incidentally, in the present embodiment, in order to guide the steering wheel 11 with the dynamic zero point
δo used as a reference, the electronic control unit 36 drives and controls the electric motor 23 so as to apply the reaction
torque Tz to the steering wheel 11. Therefore, the reaction torque present in the steering system is the sum of the viscous
torque, the inertial torque, the SAT, and the reaction torque Tz. That is, the SAT, which is naturally generated, as a road
surface reaction, for rotation of the steering wheel 11 from the vehicle-body side slip angle β, as indicted by a single-
dot chain line in FIG. 3, is superimposed on the reaction torque Tz, which is generated for rotation of the steering wheel
11 from the dynamic zero point δo, the reaction torque sum increases. Accordingly, the electronic control unit 36 properly
adjusts the magnitude of the assist torque Ta through drive and control of the electric motor 23 in order to prevent the
steering torque t from increasing.
[0056] Two methods are available for adjustment of the assist torque Ta by the electronic control unit 36; i.e., adjusting
the assist torque Ta such that the assist torque Ta becomes equal to the sum of the viscous torque, the inertial torque,
and the SAT; and adjusting the assist torque Ta such that the assist torque Ta becomes equal to the sum of the viscous
torque, the inertial torque, the SAT, and the reaction torque Tz.
[0057] In the case where the electronic control unit 36 adjusts the assist torque Ta such that the assist torque Ta
becomes equal to the sum of the viscous torque, the inertial torque, and the SAT, the reaction torque Tz becomes equal
to the steering torque t. In other words, the steering wheel 11 can be guided with the dynamic zero point δo used as a
reference, by means of the reaction torque Tz transmitted to the steering wheel 11 via the rack bar 22, the pinion gear
21, and the steering shaft 12. Notably, in this case, in a situation where the steering torque t is not input by the driver,
the electronic control unit 36 drives and controls the electric motor 23; i.e., adjusts the assist torque Ta, such that the
viscous torque becomes equal to the reaction torque Tz, to thereby return the steering wheel 11 to the dynamic zero
point δo.
[0058] In the case where the electronic control unit 36 adjusts the assist torque Ta such that the assist torque Ta
becomes equal to the sum of the viscous torque, the inertial torque, the SAT, and the reaction torque Tz, the sum of the
SAT and the reaction torque Tz becomes equal to the steering torque t. In this state, the steering wheel 11 is guided to
the direction of the side slip angle β of the vehicle body by means of the SAT transmitted to the steering wheel 11 via
the rack bar 22, the pinion gear 21, and the steering shaft 12, and is guided toward the dynamic zero point δo by means
of the reaction torque Tz transmitted to the steering wheel 11 in a similar manner.
[0059] Incidentally, in the case where the SAT and the reaction torque Tz are applied to the steering wheel 11 in a
superimposed manner, in some cases, the steering torque t changes non-continuously with rotation of the steering wheel
11. That is, since the sum of the SAT and the reaction torque Tz is equal to the steering torque t, the steering torque t
becomes small (a so-called torque dip is generated) at a rotational position of the steering wheel 11 where the SAT
becomes "0" (a rotational position corresponding to the side slip angle p) and a rotational position of the steering wheel
11 where the reaction torque Tz becomes "0" (a rotational position corresponding to the dynamic zero point δo).
[0060] In this case, the influence of the torque dip by the SAT can be mitigated by setting the reaction torque Tz to
have a magnitude sufficiently larger than that of the SAT. In the case where the influence of the torque dip is reduced,
the steering torque t changes slightly at the rotational position of the steering wheel 11 where the SAT becomes "0." In
other words, since at the rotational position of the steering wheel 11 where the steering torque t changes, the left and
right front wheels FW1 and FW2 are steered to the direction of the side slip angle β, the driver readily knows, on the
basis of a change in the steering torque t, that the steered direction of the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2
coincides with the heading direction of the vehicle.
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[0061] The electronic control unit 36 calculates the reaction torque Tz to be generated in the electric motor 23 by use
of the steering angle δa calculated in accordance with the above-described Eq. 14, and with reference to the characteristic
table shown in FIG. 3 for the reaction torque Tz. Upon completion of calculation of the reaction torque Tz, the electronic
control unit 36 proceeds to step S16.
[0062] In step S16, the electronic control unit 36 drives and controls the electric motor 23 of the steering gear unit 20
so as to generate the reaction torque Tz calculated in the above-described step S13.
[0063] The drive and control for generating the reaction torque Tz will be described specifically. The electronic control
unit 36 inputs, from the steering torque sensor 32, the detected torque T acting on the steering shaft 12 (that is, the rack
bar 22). The electronic control unit 36 then feedback controls the rotation of the electric motor 23 such that the detected
torque T coincides with the calculated reaction torque Tz. Further, the electronic control unit 36 inputs, from the drive
circuit 37, the drive current flowing through the electric motor 23, and feedback-controls the drive circuit 37 such that a
drive current having a magnitude corresponding the reaction torque Tz flows properly.
[0064] As a result of the electric motor 23 being driven and controlled in this manner, the reaction torque Tz is generated
by the electric motor 23 and is transmitted. Further, as a result of the reaction torque Tz being transmitted to the rack
bar 22, the reaction torque Tz is transmitted to the steering wheel 11 via the steering shaft 12. Thus, the steering wheel
11 is rotated (guided) by means of the reaction force generated with the dynamic zero point δo used as a reference.
[0065] When the torque T detected by the steering torque sensor 32 becomes equal to the calculated reaction torque
Tz, the electronic control unit 36 stops the drive and control of the electric motor 23, and proceeds to step S17. In step
S17, the electronic control unit 36 ends the current execution of the reaction-torque control program. After elapse of the
predetermined short interval, execution of the same program is started again.
[0066] As can be understood from the above description as well, according to the present embodiment, the electronic
control unit 36 can calculate, in the above-described step S13, the dynamic zero point δo (second reference point) in
relation to the static zero point (first reference point) in accordance with the above-described Eq. 12, the dynamic zero
point δo changing in accordance with the side slip angle β of the vehicle body detected by the side slip angle sensor 35.
Further, in the above-described step S14, the electronic control unit 36 can convert the steering angle δ, detected by
the steering angle sensor 33 with the static zero point as a reference, to the steering angle δa, which is a corresponding
steering angle when the dynamic zero point δo is used as a reference, in accordance with the above-described Eq. 14.
Moreover, in the above-described step S15, the electronic control unit 36 can calculate the reaction torque Tz which
has a predetermined relation with the steering angle δa obtained through the above-described conversion. Subsequently,
in above-described step S16, the electronic control unit 36 can drive and control the electric motor 23 via the drive circuit
37 in such a manner that the calculated reaction torque Tz is generated.
[0067] As a result of the reaction torque Tz being generated in this manner, the steering wheel 11 integrally assembled
to the steering shaft 12 connected to the steering gear unit 20 is rotated (guided) by means of the reaction force generated
with the dynamic zero point δo used as a reference. With this control, for example, even when the vehicle travels on a
snowy road, an icy road, or a like road which provides small road surface reaction force, it is possible to generate the
reaction torque Tz which the driver can sense without fail, and to inform (guide) the driver, by means of the generated
reaction torque Tz, a direction in which the driver must rotate the steering wheel 11.
[0068] Accordingly, in particular, even when a driver who is not well acquainted with driving a vehicle travels on a
snowy road or an icy road, the driver can easily determine the direction in which the steering wheel 11 is to be rotated
so as to stabilize the behavior of the vehicle in a turning state; i.e., the direction of a rotating operation toward the dynamic
zero point δo. This enables the driver to properly correct the operation of rotating the steering wheel 11 so as to stabilize
the behavior of the vehicle during turning, and to quite easily cause the vehicle to turn while traveling.
[0069] Moreover, as is apparent from the above-described Eq. 12, the dynamic zero point δo can be calculated by
multiplying the side slip angle p of the vehicle body by a coefficient calculated by use of the cornering powers Kf and Kr
acting toward the turning center of the vehicle, and the correction term N, which is calculated in consideration of the
deforming characteristic of the tires, which changes non-linearly with the side slip angle β of the vehicle body as repre-
sented by the above-described Eq. 13. The correction term N is a function of the lateral acceleration G. Thus, it becomes
possible to optimally calculate the dynamic zero point δo in accordance with the turning state of the vehicle; i.e., the
generated side slip angle β of the vehicle body, whereby the steering wheel 11 is guided with the dynamic zero point δo
used as a reference, and thus, the driver can quite easily cause the vehicle to turn, while traveling, in a more stable manner.
[0070] When the turning behavior of the vehicle becomes unstable in a state where the absolute value of the steering
angle δa is large, a large reaction torque Tz can be generated. Since the rotation direction of the steering wheel 11 can
be guided by means of the generated large reaction torque Tz, the driver can quickly and properly correct the operation
of rotating the steering wheel 11. Further, since the magnitude of the reaction torque Tz can be set freely, the reaction
torque Tz can be increased in relation to the magnitude of the absolute value of the steering angle δa such that the driver
easily steers the-steering wheel 11; i.e., the driver easily controls the turning state of the vehicle. This enables the
reaction torque Tz to increase to a greater degree in relation to the magnitude of the absolute value of the steering angle
δa in accordance with the characteristic of the vehicle. For example, in the case of a sporty car, the reaction torque Tz
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is increased to a greater degree in relation to the magnitude of the absolute value of the steering angle δa so as to
enable quick correction of the rotating operation of the steering wheel 11 during sporty driving.
[0071] Furthermore, in the above-described embodiment, the electric motor 23 is driven through calculation of the
dynamic zero point δo for the static zero point and calculation of the reaction torque Tz with the dynamic zero point δo
used as a reference. This can be implemented through drive of the electric motor to generate the reaction torque Tz in
a conventional electric power steering apparatus without provision of an additional apparatus or mechanism. Accordingly,
the present invention can be quite easily applied to a conventional electric power steering apparatus, whereby production
cost can be reduced.
[0072] In the above-described embodiment, as shown in the above-described Eq. 12, the dynamic zero point δo is
calculated by use of the cornering power Kf of the front wheels, the cornering power Kr of the rear wheels, and the
correction amount N for correction for the deformation characteristic of the tires of the left and right front wheels FW1
and FW2, which changes in accordance with the turning condition of the vehicle. The correction amount N is used
because the cornering powers Kf and Kr of the front and rear wheels are assumed to be constant irrespective of change
in the deformation characteristic of the tires; i.e., irrespective exchange in the turning condition of the vehicle. Accordingly,
the correction amount N can be omitted when the cornering powers Kf and Kr of the front and rear wheels are calculated
as values which change in accordance with the turning condition of the vehicle.
[0073] This modified embodiment will be described below. Those portions identical with those of the above-described
embodiment are denoted by the same reference numbers and symbols, and their detailed descriptions will not be
repeated.
[0074] As mentioned in the above-described embodiment, when the steering wheel 11 is rotated by the driver, the left
and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 are steered to, for example, a steering angle δc. As a result, the vehicle changes
its state from a straight travel state to a turning state, or maintains the turning state. A centripetal force as shown by the
above-described Eq. 7 and a centrifugal force act on the vehicle in the turning state, as described above.
[0075] Incidentally, the front and rear wheels (the so-called unsprung side) and the vehicle body (the so-called sprung
side) are connected together by a suspension apparatus such that they move in the vertical direction in relation to each
other. Therefore, when an inertial force (centrifugal force) associated with a lateral motion of the vehicle acts on the
center of gravity of the vehicle body in particular in a turning state, the vehicle body inclines toward the direction in which
the inertial force acts; in other words, the vehicle body rolls. In a state where the vehicle body rolls, in other words, where
a roll angle φ is generated in the vehicle body, on each of the front-wheel side and the rear-wheel side, the load acting
on one of the left and right wheels increases, and the load acting on the other wheel decreases. Therefore, when the
vehicle is in a turning state, the cornering powers Kf and Kr must be calculated in consideration of a load shift caused
by the generated rolling.
[0076] That is, in the present modified embodiment, the cornering powers Kf and Kr of the front and rear wheels of
the vehicle which turns with a lateral acceleration G are calculated in accordance with the following Eqs. 15 and 16. 

[0077] Kfo in Eq. 15 and Kro in Eq. 16 respectively represent the cornering powers of the front and rear wheels for
the front and rear axle loads at the time when the vehicle is at rest (hereinafter, the loads will be refereed to as rest-
state loads). Further, in Eqs. 15 and 16, Nf and Nr represent a front-wheel-side roll rigidity value and a rear-wheel-side
roll rigidity value, respectively; mf and mr represent a front-wheel-side vehicle body mass and a rear-wheel-side vehicle
body mass, respectively; and hf and hr represent front-wheel-side and rear-wheel-side distances (heights) respectively,
as measured between a road surface and the corresponding rolling center. Further, in Eqs. 15 and 16, ξ represents a
load dependency coefficient of cornering power, φ represents a roll angle of the vehicle body, and Tr represents the
tread width of the front and rear wheels.
[0078] Here, the load shift associated with generation of rolling will be described. The roll angle φ generated in a
vehicle which turns with a lateral acceleration G can be calculated in accordance with the following Eq. 17. 
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 In Eq. 17, m represents a sprung mass, and hs represents a distance between the center of gravity of the vehicle and
the roll center.
[0079] The amount of a lateral load shift of the front and rear wheels can be calculated as the sum of a load shift
depending on the roll angle φ and a load shift caused by a lateral force acting on the roll center. Therefore, when the
rest-state loads of the front and rear wheels are represented by Fo and Ro, the loads Ff and Fr of the front and rear
wheels after the load shift can be represented by the following Eqs. 18 and 19. 

[0080] Meanwhile, cornering powers Kf and Kr when the loads Ff and Fr act on the front and rear wheels can be
represented by the following Eqs. 20 and 21. 

In Eqs. 20 and 21, nCp is a cornering power coefficient obtained by dividing the cornering power Kf, Kr by a load at a
given moment and represents a normalized cornering power coefficient at the time of a standard load. Further, Fzo in
Eqs. 20 and 21 represents a predetermined standard load.
[0081] When the above-described Eqs. 18 and 19 are substituted for Eqs. 20 and 21, and the resultant equations are
simplified while the cornering powers of the front and rear wheels at the rest-state loads are represented by Kfo and
Kro, the above-described Eqs. 15 and 16 can be derived. As described above, in the cornering powers Kf and Kr
calculated in accordance with the above-described Eqs. 15 and 16, the roll angle φ generated in the vehicle body is
taken into consideration. Therefore, the cornering powers Kf and Kr can be calculated as proper values which reflect
the turning condition of the vehicle. This enables accurate calculation of the dynamic zero point δo by eliminating the
correction amount N from the above-described Eq. 12. Accordingly, effects similar to those provided by the above-
described embodiment can be attained.
[0082] The present invention is not limited to the above-described embodiment and the modification thereof, and can
be modified in various manners without departing from the object of the present invention.
[0083] For example, in the above-described embodiment and the modification thereof, the steering wheel 11 and the
steering gear unit 20 are connected by means of the steering shaft 12, and a displacement of the rack bar 22 toward
the dynamic zero point δo caused by the electric motor 23 is transmitted directly to the steering wheel 11. Thus, the
steering wheel 11 is guided to a direction of rotational operation corresponding to the dynamic zero point δo, whereby
the driver can quite easily sense a steering direction of the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 for stabilizing the
turning behavior of the vehicle.
[0084] However, in a case where the steering angle δ of the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 detected by
means of the steering angle sensor 33 greatly separates from the dynamic zero point δo; i.e., when the absolute value
of the steering angle δa is large, in some cases, the rotational amount of the steering wheel 11 corresponding to the
axial displacement of the rack bar 22 to the dynamic zero point δo increases, and consequently, the driver feels an
unnatural sensation. In order to cope with this problem, the present invention can be practiced, with provision of a variable
gear mechanism 40 as shown in FIG. 4. The variable gear mechanism 40 provides a relative displacement between a
displacement of the steering wheel 11 in the rotation direction and a displacement of the rack bar 22 in the axial direction.
Notably, since the structure and operation of the variable gear mechanism 40 are known, their detailed descriptions will
not be repeated.
[0085] In this case, in the electric power steering apparatus, which severs as the steering apparatus for a vehicle, the
steering shaft 12 of the above-described embodiment is composed of a steering input shaft 12a which is rotatable
together with the steering wheel 11, and a steering output shaft 12b connected to the steering gear unit 20. The variable
gear mechanism 40 connects the steering input shaft 12a and the steering output shaft 12b with each other. The variable
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gear mechanism 40 includes an electric motor 41 and a reducer 42. The variable gear mechanism 40 properly changes
the amount of rotation of the steering output shaft 12b connected to the reducer 42, in relation to the amount of rotation
of the steering input shaft 12a.
[0086] The housing of the electric motor 41 is integrally connected to the steering input shaft 12a, and rotates unitarily
therewith when the steering wheel 11 is rotated by the driver. A drive shaft 41a of the electric motor 41 is connected to
the reducer 42, so that rotational force of the electric motor 41 is transmitted to the reducer 42 via the drive shaft 41a.
The reducer 42 is composed of a predetermined gear mechanism (e.g., a planetary gear mechanism or the like), and
the steering output shaft 12b is connected to the gear mechanism. By virtue of this configuration, the variable gear
actuator 40 connects the steering input shaft 12a and the steering output shaft 12b via the drive shaft 41a of the electric
motor 41 and the reducer 42 such that the steering input shaft 12a and the steering output shaft 12b can rotate in relation
to each other, and can properly change the ratio between the rotational amount of the steering input shaft 12a and the
rotational amount of the steering output shaft 12b.
[0087] Accordingly, when the left and right front wheels FW1 and FW2 are steered by means of the reaction torque
Tz, the rotational amount of the steering wheel 11 can be reduced by means of changing the ratio of the rotational
amount of the steering input shaft 12a to the rotational amount of the steering output shaft 12b, whereby the unnatural
sensation that the driver feels can be reduced. Notably, the other effects in this case are expected to be similar to those
attained in the above-described embodiment and the modification thereof.
[0088] In the above-described embodiment and the modification thereof, the present invention is implemented in such
a manner that the reaction torque Tz changes in proportion to a change in the absolute value of the steering angle δa.
However, the present invention can be implemented in such a manner that the reaction torque Tz is changed stepwise
in accordance with, for example, the magnitude of the absolute value of the steering angle δa, as shown in FIG. 5.
[0089] By virtue of this configuration, a small reaction torque Tz is applied to the steering wheel 11 during ordinary
travel, because the generated side slip angle β of the vehicle body is small. Thus, the driver can drive without feeling
an unnatural sensation. Notably, the small reaction torque Tz applied in such a manner can be determined, for example,
such that the reaction torque Tz becomes equal to the difference (t-Ta) between the steering torque t that the driver
inputs via the steering wheel 11 and the assist torque Ta that the electric motor 23 applies. Thus, the driver can drive
the vehicle without feeling an unnatural sensation against the reaction torque Tz applied during the ordinary travel.
Meanwhile, in a case where an unexpected large side slip angle β of the vehicle body is generated during high-speed
travel or the like and the turning behavior of the vehicle becomes unstable, a larger reaction torque Tz can be applied
to the steering wheel 11, whereby the driver can quickly correct the operation of rotating the steering wheel 11.
[0090] In the above-described embodiment and modification thereof, the present invention is implemented in such a
manner that the side slip angle sensor 35 detects the side slip angle β of the vehicle body by performing the calculation
of the above-described Eq. 1 which uses vehicle speeds Vx and Vy detected by detectors. Alternatively, in a case where
an acceleration sensor for detecting a lateral acceleration α (corresponding to the centripetal acceleration α) generated
in the vehicle and a yaw rate sensor for detecting a yaw rate ω are mounted on the vehicle, the present invention can
be implemented to detect the side slip angle β of the vehicle body by use of the values detected by these sensors. In
this case, preferably, the side slip angle β of the vehicle body is calculated in accordance with the following Eq. 22. 

V in Eq. 22 represents the vehicle speed V detected by the vehicle speed sensor 31.
[0091] By virtue of this configuration, it becomes unnecessary to provide an additional detector as in the above-
described embodiment and the modification thereof, although the detection accuracy of the side slip angle β of the
vehicle body decreases slightly because of a time lag in generation of the lateral acceleration α and the yaw rate ω and
other factors. Therefore, the production cost of the steering apparatus can be reduced.
[0092] In the above-described embodiment and modification thereof, the present invention is implemented in such a
manner that a rack-and-pinion type steering gear unit is used as the steering gear unit 20. However, the present invention
may be implemented in such a manner that a ball-screw mechanism is employed as the steering gear unit. Further, the
present invention is implemented in such a manner that the electric motor 23 is assembled to the steering gear unit 20
so as to transmit the drive force of the electric motor 23 to the rack bar 22. However, the present invention may be
implemented in such a manner that the drive force of the electric motor 23 is transmitted to the sheering shaft 12.

Claims

1. A steering apparatus for a vehicle which includes a steering wheel (11) rotated by a driver, a steering shaft (12)
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which rotates together with the steering wheel (11), a steering unit (20) which mutually connects the steering shaft
(12) and steerable wheels (Fw1, Fw2) of the vehicle and steers the steerable wheels in accordance with rotation of
the steering shaft (12), and an electric actuator (23) which applies a predetermined torque to the steering operation
of the steerable wheels, the steering apparatus further comprising:

steering angle detection means (33) for detecting a steering angle (δ) of the steerable wheels (FW1, FW2)
which are steered in accordance with rotation of the steering wheel (11) based on a static zero point for main-
taining the vehicle in a straight travel state;
side-slip-angle detection means (35) for detecting a side slip angle (β) of the body of the vehicle generated
when the vehicle is in a turning state;
the stearing apparatus being characterized by comprising:

reference-point calculation means (36) for calculating a dynamic zero point (δ0) which changes in accord-
ance with the detected side slip angle (β) of the vehicle body and is used for determining a steering angle
(δ) for causing the vehicle to turn while reducing an influence of a lateral force on the turning state of the
vehicle, the lateral force being generated in the vehicle due to the side slip angle (β) of the vehicle body;
steering angle conversion means (36) for converting the steering angle (δ) of the stearable wheels (Fw1,
Fw2) detected by the steering angle detection means (33) on the basis of the static zero point to a steering
angle (δa) based on the dynamic zero point;
reaction-torque calculation means (36) for calculating a reaction torque (Tz) which is a torque having a
predetermined relation whith the steering angle obtained through the conversion and acting in a direction
for causing the steering angle obtained through the conversion to coincide with the dynamic zero point; and
drive-control means (36) for rotating and driving the electric actuator (23) so as to generate the calculated
reaction torque (Tz)

2. A steering apparatus for a vehicle according to claim 1, wherein the reference-point calculation means (36) calculates
the dynamic zero point by multiplying the detected side slip angle (β) of the vehicle body by a coefficient and a
correction term, where the coefficient is calculated by use of cornering powers (Kf, Kr) acting toward a turning center
of the vehicle on the basis of friction forces between a road surface and tires attached to the front and rear wheels
of the vehicle in the turning state, and the correction term is determined in consideration of the deforming characteristic
of the tires, which changes non-linearly with the detected side slip angle (β) of the vehicle body.

3. A steering apparatus for a vehicle according to claim 2, further comprising lateral-acceleration detection means (34)
for detecting a lateral acceleration of the vehicle, wherein the correction term is determined in accordance with the
lateral acceleration of the vehicle detected by the lateral-acceleration detection means (34).

4. A steering apparatus for a vehicle according to claim 1, wherein the reference-point calculation means (36) calculates
the dynamic zero point by multiplying the detected side slip angle (β) of the vehicle body by a coefficient which uses
cornering powers acting toward a turning center of the vehicle which are calculated in consideration of a lateral
acceleration generated when the vehicle is in a turning state, a roll angle representing the degree of rolling of the
vehicle body occurred as a result of turning of the vehicle, and an amount of a load shift due to the rolling occurred
in the vehicle body.

5. A steering apparatus for a vehicle according to claim 1, wherein the predetermined relation between the reaction
torque (Tz) and the steering angle (δa) obtained through the conversion is a relation in which the reaction torque
increases with an increase in the absolute value of the steering angle (δa) obtained through the conversion.

6. A steering apparatus for a vehicle according to claim 5, wherein the predetermined relation between the reaction
torque and the steering angle (δa) obtained through the conversion is such that the reaction torque changes in
proportion to a change in the absolute value of the steering angle (δa) obtained through the conversion.

7. A steering apparatus for a vehicle according to claim 1, wherein
the steering shaft (12) is composed of a steering input shaft (12a) which rotates together with the steering wheel
and a steering output (12b) shaft connected to the steering unit (20); and
the steering input shaft and the steering output shaft are connected by a variable gear mechanism (40) which
changes a rotational amount of the steering output shaft (12b) in relation to a rotational amount of the steering input
shaft (12a).
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8. A steering apparatus for a vehicle according to claim 1, wherein the predetermined relation between the reaction
torque (Tz) and the steering angle (δa) obtained through the conversion is a relation in which the reaction torque
increases stepwise with an increase in the absolute value of the steering angle obtained through the conversion.

9. A steering apparatus for a vehicle according to claim 1, wherein the side-slip-angle detection means (35) detects
the side slip angle (β) of the vehicle body by making use of a vehicle speed in the fore-aft direction of the vehicle
and a vehicle speed in the lateral direction of the vehicle detected by use of light or sound.

10. A steering apparatus for a vehicle according to claim 1. wherein the side-slip-angle detection means (35) includes:

a yaw-rate sensor for detecting a yaw rate of the vehicle:

an acceleration sensor for detecting a lateral acceleration of the vehicle;
a vehicle speed sensor (31) for detecting a speed of the vehicle; and
side-slip-angle calculation means (36) for calculating the side slip angle of the vehicle body by making use
of the detected yaw rate, lateral acceleration (4), and vehicle speed (V).

Patentansprüche

1. Lenkvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug, die ein Lenkrad (11) aufweist, das von einem Fahrer gedreht wird, eine Lenkwelle
(12), die zusammen mit dem Lenkrad (11) dreht, eine Lenkeinheit (20), die jeweils die Lenkwelle (12) mit lenkbaren
Rädern (FW1, FW2) des Fahrzeugs verbindet und die lenkbaren Räder in Übereinstimmung mit der Drehung der
Lenkwelle (12) lenkt, und ein elektrisches Stellglied (23), das ein vorab festgelegtes Drehmoment auf den Lenkvor-
gang der lenkbaren Räder ausübt, wobei die Lenkvorrichtung weiterhin Folgendes aufweist:

eine Lenkwinkelerfassungseinrichtung (33), um einen Lenkwinkel (δ) der lenkbaren Räder (FW1, FW2), die in
Übereinstimmung mit der Drehung des Lenkrads (11) gelenkt werden, auf der Grundlage eines statischen
Nullpunkts zum Beibehalten des Fahrzeugs in einer Geradeausfahrt zu erfassen;
eine Seitenschlupfwinkelerfassungseinrichtung (35), um einen Seitenschlupfwinkel (β) der Karosserie des Fahr-
zeugs zu erfassen, der erzeugt wird, wenn sich das Fahrzeug in einem Kurvenfahrzustand befindet;
wobei die Lenkvorrichtung dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass sie Folgendes aufweist:

eine Referenzpunktberechnungseinrichtung (36), um einen dynamischen Nullpunkt (δ0) zu berechnen, der
sich in Übereinstimmung mit dem erfassten Seitenschlupfwinkel (β) der Fahrzeugkarosserie ändert und
zur Bestimmung eines Lenkwinkels (δ) verwendet wird, der das Fahrzeug dazu veranlasst, um eine Kurve
zu fahren, während ein Einfluss einer Querkraft auf den Kurvenfahrzustand des Fahrzeugs verringert wird,
wobei die Querkraft in dem Fahrzeug aufgrund des Seitenschlupfwinkels (β) der Fahrzeugkarosserie er-
zeugt wird;
eine Lenkwinkelumwandlungseinrichtung (36), um den Lenkwinkel (δ) der lenkbaren Räder (FW1, FW2),
der von der Lenkwinkelerfassungseinrichtung (33) auf der Grundlage des statischen Nullpunkts erfasst
wird, in einem Lenkwinkel (δa) auf der Grundlage des dynamischen Nullpunkts umzuwandeln;
eine Einrichtung (36) zur Berechnung eines Reaktionsdrehmoments, um ein Reaktionsdrehmoment (Tz)
zu berechnen, das ein Drehmoment ist, das eine vorab festgelegte Beziehung mit dem Lenkwinkel aufweist,
der durch die Umwandlung erhalten wird und in eine Richtung wirkt, in der es veranlasst, dass der Lenk-
winkel, der durch die Umwandlung erhalten wird, mit dem dynamischen Nullpunkt zusammenfällt; und
eine Antriebssteuereinrichtung (36), um das elektrische Stellglied (23) so zu drehen und anzutreiben, dass
es das berechnete Reaktionsmoment (Tz) erzeugt.

2. Lenkvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Einrichtung (36) zur Berechnung eines Referenzpunkts
den dynamischen Nullpunkt durch Multiplikation des erfassten Seitenschlupfwinkels (β) der Fahrzeugkarosserie mit
einem Koeffizienten und einem Korrekturterm berechnet, wobei der Koeffizient unter Verwendung von Kurvenfahr-
kräften (Kf, Kr) berechnet wird, die in Richtung eines Kurvenmittelpunkts des Fahrzeugs auf der Grundlage von
Reibungskräften zwischen einer Straßenoberfläche und Reifen wirken, die an den vorderen und hinteren Rädern
des im Kurvenfahrzustand befindlichen Fahrzeugs angebracht sind, und der Korrekturterm in Anbetracht der Ver-
formungseigenschaften der Reifen bestimmt wird, die sich nicht linear mit dem erfassten Seitenschlupfwinkel (β)
der Fahrzeugkarosserie ändern.
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3. Lenkvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 2, weiter mit einer Querbeschleunigungserfassungseinrichtung
(34), um eine Querbeschleunigung des Fahrzeugs zu erfassen, wobei der Korrekturterm in Übereinstimmung mit
der Querbeschleunigung des Fahrzeugs bestimmt wird, die von der Querbeschleunigungserfassungseinrichtung
(34) erfasst wird.

4. Lenkvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Einrichtung (36) zur Berechnung des Referenzpunkts
den dynamischen Nullpunkt durch Multiplikation des erfassten Seitenschlupfwinkels (β) der Fahrzeugkarosserie mit
einem Koeffizienten berechnet, der Kurvenfahrkräfte nützt, die hin zu einem Kurvenmittelpunkt des Fahrzeugs
wirken und die berechnet werden unter Berücksichtigung von
einer Querbeschleunigung, die erzeugt wird, wenn sich das Fahrzeug in einem Kurvenfahrzustand befindet,
einem Rollwinkel, der den als eine Folge der Kurvenfahrt des Fahrzeugs auftretenden Grad des Rollens der Fahr-
zeugkarosserie wiedergibt und
einer Größe einer Lastverschiebung aufgrund des in der Fahrzeugkarosserie aufgetretenen Rollens.

5. Lenkvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 1, wobei die vorab festgelegte Beziehung zwischen dem Reakti-
onsdrehmoment (Tz) und dem Lenkwinkel (δa), die über die Umwandlung erhalten wird, eine Beziehung ist, in
welcher das Reaktionsdrehmoment mit einer Erhöhung des Absolutwerts des Lenkwinkels (δa) steigt, der durch
die Umwandlung erhalten wird.

6. Lenkvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 5, wobei die durch die Umwandlung erhaltene vorab festgelegte
Beziehung zwischen dem Reaktionsdrehmoment und dem Lenkwinkel (δa) so ist, dass das Reaktionsdrehmoment
sich proportional zu einer Änderung des Absolutwerts des Lenkwinkels (δa) ändert, der durch die Umwandlung
erhalten wird.

7. Lenkvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Lenkwelle (12) aus einer zusammen mit dem Lenkrad
drehenden Lenkeingangswelle (12a) und einer mit der Lenkeinheit (20) verbundenen Lenkausgangswelle (12b)
gebildet ist; und
die Lenkeingangswelle und die Lenkausgangswelle miteinander durch einen variablen Getriebemechanismus (40)
verbunden sind, der eine Größe einer Drehung der Lenkausgangswelle (12b) relativ zu einer Größe einer Drehung
der Lenkeingangswelle (12a) ändert.

8. Lenkvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 1, wobei die vorab festgelegte Beziehung zwischen dem Reakti-
onsdrehmoment (Tz) und dem Lenkwinkel (8a), die durch die Umwandlung erhalten wird, eine Beziehung ist, in
welcher das Reaktionsdrehmoment stufenweise mit einer Erhöhung des Absolutwerts des Lenkwinkels ansteigt,
der durch die Umwandlung erhalten wird.

9. Lenkvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Einrichtung (35) zur Erfassung des Seitenschlupf-
winkels den Seitenschlupfwinkel (β) der Fahrzeugkarosserie erfasst, wobei sie eine Fahrzeuggeschwindigkeit in
der Vorwärts-Rückwärtsrichtung des Fahrzeugs und eine Fahrzeuggeschwindigkeit in der Querrichtung des Fahr-
zeugs verwendet, die unter Verwendung von Licht oder Schall erfasst werden.

10. Lenkvorrichtung für ein Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Einrichtung (35) zur Erfassung des Seitenschlupf-
winkels Folgendes aufweist:

einen Gierratensensor, um eine Gierrate des Fahrzeugs zu erfassen;
einen Beschleunigungssensor, um eine Querbeschleunigung des Fahrzeugs zu erfassen;
einen Fahrzeuggeschwindigkeitssensor (31), um eine Geschwindigkeit des Fahrzeugs zu erfassen; und
eine Einrichtung (36) zur Berechnung eines Seitenschlupfwinkels, um den Seitenschlupfwinkel der Fahrzeug-
karosserie zu berechnen, wobei die erfasste Gierrate, Querbeschleunigung (G) und Fahrzeuggeschwindigkeit
(V) verwendet werden.

Revendications

1. Appareil de direction pour un véhicule qui comporte un volant de direction (11) qu’un conducteur tourne, un arbre
de direction (12) qui tourne avec le volant de direction (11), une unité de direction (20) qui relie mutuellement l’arbre
de direction (12) à des roues orientables (FW1, FW2) du véhicule et dirige les roues orientables conformément à
une rotation de l’arbre de direction (12), et un actionneur électrique (23) qui applique un couple prédéterminé à
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l’opération de direction des roues orientables, l’appareil de direction comprenant en outre :

un moyen (33) de détection d’un angle de direction pour détecter un angle de direction (δ) des roues orientables
(FW1, FW2) qui sont dirigées conformément à la rotation du volant de direction (11) sur la base d’un point zéro
statique pour maintenir le véhicule dans un état de déplacement droit ;
un moyen (35) de détection d’un angle de dérapage pour détecter un angle de dérapage (β) du corps du véhicule
généré lorsque le véhicule est dans un état de virage ;
l’appareil de direction étant caractérisé par le fait de comprendre :

un moyen (36) de calcul du point de référence pour calculer un point zéro dynamique (δ0) qui change
conformément à l’angle de dérapage détecté (β) du corps du véhicule et est utilisé pour déterminer un
angle de direction (δ) pour amener le véhicule à tourner tout en réduisant l’influence d’une force latérale
sur l’état de virage du véhicule, la force latérale étant générée dans le véhicule du fait de l’angle de dérapage
(β) du corps du véhicule ;
un moyen (36) de conversion d’angle de direction pour convertir l’angle de direction (δ) des roues orientables
(FW1, FW2) détecté par le moyen (33) de détection d’un angle de direction sur la base du point zéro statique
en un angle de direction (δa) sur la base du point zéro dynamique ;
un moyen (36) de calcul de couple de réaction pour calculer un couple de réaction (Tz) qui est un couple
ayant une relation prédéterminée avec l’angle de direction obtenu par la conversion et agissant dans une
direction pour amener l’angle de direction obtenu par la conversion à coïncider avec le point zéro dynamique ;
et
un moyen (36) de commande d’entraînement pour faire tourner et entraîner l’actionneur électrique (23) de
sorte à générer le couple de réaction calculé (Tz).

2. Appareil de direction pour un véhicule selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le moyen (36) de calcul du point de
référence calcule le point zéro dynamique en multipliant l’angle de dérapage détecté (δ) du corps du véhicule par
un coefficient et un terme de correction, où le coefficient est calculé par l’utilisation de forces de dérive (Kf, Ki)
agissant vers un centre de virage du véhicule sur la base des forces de frottement entre une surface de roulement
et des pneus fixés aux roues avants et arrières du véhicule dans l’état de virage, et le terme de correction est
déterminé en tenant compte de la caractéristique de déformation des pneus, qui change de façon non linéaire avec
l’angle de dérapage détecté (β) du corps de véhicule.

3. Appareil de direction pour un véhicule selon la revendication 2, comprenant en outre un moyen (34) de détection
d’accélération latérale pour détecter une accélération latérale du véhicule, dans lequel le terme de correction est
déterminé conformément à l’accélération latérale du véhicule détectée par le moyen (34) de détection de l’accélé-
ration latérale.

4. Appareil de direction pour un véhicule selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le moyen (36) de calcul du point de
référence calcule le point zéro dynamique en multipliant l’angle de dérapage détecté (β) du corps du véhicule par
un coefficient qui utilise des forces de dérive agissant vers un centre de virage du véhicule qui sont calculées en
tenant compte d’une accélération latérale générée lorsque le véhicule est dans un état de virage, un angle de roulis
représentant le degré de roulis du corps du véhicule a eu lieu à la suite d’un virage du véhicule, et une quantité d’un
décalage de charge dû au roulement a eu lieu dans le corps du véhicule.

5. Appareil de direction pour un véhicule selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la relation prédéterminée entre le couple
de réaction (Tz) et l’angle de direction (δa) obtenu par la conversion est une relation dans laquelle le couple de
réaction augmente suivant une augmentation de la valeur absolue de l’angle de direction (δa) obtenu par la con-
version.

6. Appareil de direction par un véhicule selon la revendication 5, dans lequel la relation prédéterminée entre le couple
de réaction et l’angle de direction (δa) obtenu par la conversion est de sorte que le couple de réaction change
proportionnellement à un changement dans la valeur absolue de l’angle de direction (δa) obtenu par la conversion.

7. Appareil de direction pour un véhicule selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’arbre de direction (12) est composé
d’un arbre d’entrée de direction (12a) qui est mis en rotation avec le volant de direction et un arbre de sortie de
direction (126) relié à l’unité de direction (20) ; et
l’arbre d’entrée de direction et l’arbre de sortie de direction sont reliés par un mécanisme (40) d’engrenage variable
qui change une quantité de rotation de l’arbre de sortie de direction (126) par rapport à une quantité de rotation de
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l’arbre d’entrée de direction (12a).

8. Appareil de direction pour un véhicule selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la relation prédéterminée entre le couple
de réaction (Tz) et l’angle de direction obtenu par la conversion est une relation dans laquelle le couple de réaction
par étapes suivant l’augmentation dans la valeur absolue de l’angle de direction obtenu par la conversion.

9. Appareil de direction pour un véhicule selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le moyen (35) de détection de l’angle
de dérapage détecte l’angle de dérapage (β) du corps de véhicule en faisant usage d’une vitesse de véhicule dans
la direction avant-arrière du véhicule et d’une vitesse du véhicule dans la direction latérale du véhicule détectée par
l’utilisation de la lumière ou du son.

10. Appareil de direction pour un véhicule selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le moyen (35) de détection de l’angle
de dérapage comporte :

un capteur de la vitesse de lacet pour détecter une vitesse de lacet du véhicule ;
un capteur d’accélération pour détecter une accélération latérale du véhicule ;
un capteur (31) de la vitesse du véhicule pour détecter une vitesse du véhicule ; et
un moyen (36) de calcul de l’angle de dérapage pour calculer l’angle de dérapage du corps du véhicule en
faisant usage de la vitesse de lacet détectée, de l’accélération latérale (G), et de la vitesse du véhicule (V).
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